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ABSTRACT – In order to study the effect of spatial 

arrangement of surface texture on the elastic 

deformation of slider bearings, the deformed surface 

textured with two typical spatial arrangements of dimple 

in soft elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) contacts 

is observed by using optical interferometry. The results 

show that the spatial arrangement of the dimple has a 

significant influence on the distribution of 

interferograms, i.e. elastic deformation. Owing to the 

existence of the surrounding dimples, the influence 

sphere of a single dimple is severely compressed. And 

the influence of surrounding dimples closely depends on 

their relatively spatial locations.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Surface texture has long been proven to be an 

effective method to improve tribological properties of 

lubricated sliding surfaces. The contacting surfaces 

made of metals and ceramics are usually assumed to be 

rigid both in experiment and simulation, because the 

elastic deformation of the textured surface is usually 

tiny to be ignored [1-2]. However, the situation becomes 

significantly more complicated with respect to soft 

tribo-contacts, such as joint prosthesis and elastic 

sealing rings. Under these circumstances, the elastic 

deformation of textured surface has been numerically 

found to impact the tribological properties significantly 

[3-5]. 

To date, there are few researches works about 

experimental study on the elastic deformation of 

textured surfaces. Observation of the deformed surface 

around the single dimple was realized by using optical 

interferometry in our previous study [6]. However, 

surface texture is usually applied in arrayed form in 

practice [7], future experimental study is needed to 

investigate the effect of spatial arrangement of dimple 

on the elastic deformation of the soft surface. 

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

In order to investigate the deformation of textured 

surface, a simple and low-cost chemical deposit 

approach was applied to form a thin reflective layer of 

silver on the surface of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) 

substrate. A BK7 glass disk was driven to rotate against 

the substrate of PDMS. The observation on the 

deformed surface around the dimple in soft-EHL 

conformal contacts was realized and conducted 

systematically under a simple sliding condition with 

constant loads by using optical interferometry (Figure 1). 

 

 
Figure 1 Schematic diagram of the slider-on-disc setup 

using optical interferometry. 

 

The designed configuration of the micro-dimple 

with diameter d=600 μm and interval L=1200 μm is 

shown in Fig.2(a), while Fig.2(b) show the morphology 

of the micro-dimple measured with a while-light 

interfering 3D profilometer and the image of the 

original PDMS slider sample used in this experiment. 

 

 
(a) Designed configuration model of the round patterns.

 

 
(b) Morphology of textured PDMS slider. 

Figure 2 Model and 3D profile of textured surface. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The typical interferogram obtained in dimpled 

soft-EHL contacts with different spatial arrangements 

under the condition of light load and the corresponding 

sketch of deformed surface are presented in Figure 3. In 

these and the following figures, the inlets of the contacts 

are on the left of the figure and the flow direction of the 

lubricant is labelled by a yellow arrow in the 

interferograms. 

The fringes around the centre dimple regardless of 

the spatial arrangement pattern keep similar, i.e. the 

fringes bending upstream at the trailing edge of the 

dimple indicate the PDMS slider surface nearby 

becomes convex. However, the sphere of the influence 

of the centre dimple in pattern ( ) is sharply 

compressed by surrounding dimples compared with that 

in pattern ( ). 

 

 
(a) Typical interferograms. 

 

 
(b) Corresponding sketch of pattern ( ). 

Figure 3 Typical interferogram and corresponding 

sketch of deformed surface with light load F=6.86 N 

and U=7.854!mm/s. 

 

The typical interferogram obtained in dimpled 

soft-EHL contacts with different spatial arrangements 

under the condition of heavy load and the corresponding 

sketch of deformed surface are shown in Figure 4. 

The feature of crescent-shaped and mushroom-

shaped fringes around the dimple in pattern ( ) present 

obviously and integrally, while those in pattern ( ) 

become indistinct and merge together with adjacent 

fringes. The regions occupied by the mushroom-shaped 

fringes around the center dimple present positive 

surface deformation. Special attention deserves the fact 

that the surface under the crescent-shape fringes 

becomes protuberant (negative deformation) owing to 

the stacking of materials caused by the shear strain, just 

as shown in the sketch. 

 

4. CONCLUSION

The spatial arrangement of dimple has a significant 

influence on distribution of interferograms, i.e. elastic 

deformation, in soft-EHL contacts. Owing to the effect 

of the surrounding dimples, the influence sphere of a 

single dimple, especially when dimples evenly 

distributed as square array, is severely compressed. 

The influence intension of surrounding dimples 

closely depends on their relatively spatial locations, the 

influence of the spatial arrangement of the dimples 

mainly comes from the dimples which stay at dead 

astern or ahead in the sliding direction. 

The effect of the spatial arrangement of the dimple 

on elastic deformation becomes increasingly obvious 

along with the growth of the applied load. 

 

 
(a) Typical interferograms. 

 

 
(b) Corresponding sketch of pattern ( ). 

Figure 4 Typical interferogram and corresponding 

sketch of deformed surface with heavy load F=18.62 N 

and U=7.854!mm/s. 
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